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At the doctor´s office
(En el Consultorio del doctor).
At the doctor’s office

Vocabulary focused in speaking skill

The vocabulary will help to students to describe health problems, symptoms of illness using parts of the body to express apologize and thanks. Also students will be able to identify appropriate social language to use it in a real life.

The goal is students be interested to learn a second language in a practical way.
Illeness vocabulary

- **Cold**: Runny nose, cough, muscle aches.

- **Fever**: Hot forehead, headache, shivering
• **Head ache**: Pain in head, at temples

• **Sore throat**: Pain in throat, difficulty swallowing
• **Upset stomach:** Vomiting, stomach pain, nausea

• **Hang over:** is when you drink too much alcohol.
Expressions

• Thanks, that's kind of you.
• Thanks, I appreciate your kindness.
• Good afternoon!
• How may I help you?
• What is the problem today?
Body parts

- Shoulder(s)
- Neck
- Chest
- Arm(s)
- Hand(s)
- Leg(s)
- Knee(s)
- Foot(Feet)
- Ankle(s)
Body parts

- Head
- Teeth
- Elbow
- Wrist
- Toes
- Fingers
- Ribs
- Throat
At the office’s doctor

- **Doctor**: good afternoon, What’s is the problem today Man.
- **Saul**: I’m not sure Doctor, I just feel bad. I have **headache**, my **stomach** is upset, all I want to do is sleep, and my right **elbow** is hurting.
- **Doctor**: How long has this been going on?
- **Saul**: It just started today. Yesterday I felt great, but when I woke up this morning ...oh.
- **Doctor**: Well let’s take your **temperature and blood pressure** and see how they are.
- **Doctor**: (Later). You don’t have a **fever**, and your **blood pressure** and **pulse** are normal. There is a **flu** going around, but Tell me, have you done anything or eaten anything unusual in the last couple of days?
At the office’s doctor

• **Jack:** yes, I was drinking some alcohol. But just was a little bit.

• **Doctor:** For your elbow, you might want to put on a cold pack. For your *hangover*, I suggest taking some aspirin, drinking lots of water, eating something light and going back to bed. You’ll feel good as new tomorrow.

• **Jack:** Thanks doctor. You’re a life saver, I appreciate your kindness.
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